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ABSTRACT 
 
This work describes main characteristics of an 
alternative Thai reading passage, Traimit, as 
compared with existing passages (i.e., the translated 
North Wind and the Sun). Traimit was designed to 
meet a set of criteria which could be beneficial for 
Thai linguistics and speech research and possibly a 
potential tool for quick speech assessment. The 102-
word passage is short, contemporary, and easily read. 
It contains a complete Thai phonemic inventory 
(including clusters and diphthongs) and takes into 
account five lexical tones in various rhyme units. 
There are mono- and multisyllabic words as well as 
utterances/sentences in various length. Traimit has 
neutral contents with more than 40% of words being 
“high frequency” and a small set of words repeated to 
allow for observation of production consistency. 
Measurements of a subset of vowels from two Thai 
adults reading the passage revealed its promise of 
extracting the vowel phonemes from the running 
speech. 
 
Keywords: Thai, phoneme, vowel, reading passage, 
speech data  

1. BACKGROUND 

Standard reading passages/texts (in various 
languages) have proven to be useful materials for 
speech science researchers and clinicians as they 
provide quick and structured samples of the 
individual’s speech and characteristics [1]. Situated 
within natural reading contexts, they were believed 
by some to be “closet to spontaneous speech 
compared to isolated words or sentences” [1]. 

While some passages were constructed for a 
general research purpose such as the (English) North 
Wind and the Sun [2][3], others have been designed 
and tailored for specific tasks such as the (English) 
Caterpillar passage for assessment of motor speech 
disorders [4].  Although a great variety of passages 
and descriptions/comparisons of their features have 

existed in many languages, it is only recently that 
general consensus guidelines have been proposed [1].     

 Passage features that have often been discussed 
are phonemic inventory, inclusion of clusters, 
presence of vowel-to-vowel coarticulation, phonetic 
balance, passage length and topic, mean length of 
utterance, word familiarity, reading level, prosodic 
variations, word length and (syllable) complexity, 
and word repetition [1][4]. Apart from phonemic 
coverage (i.e., covering all phonemes), allophonic 
coverage (i.e., covering many positional contexts—
word positions, lexical stress, and proximity to other 
phonemes) has been analysed and quantified [5]. 

Following ratings and selections by experts in the 
international Delphi consensus study, a minimal set 
of criteria for standard reading passages for an overall 
speech and voice assessment in adolescents and 
adults was put forward [1]. The criteria (ranked from 
highest to lowest) include (1) complete phonemic 
inventory (2) phonetic balance (3) inclusion of 
various intonation patterns (4) control of the phonetic 
complexity of words (5) covering the positions of the 
phonemes in the words (as well as their vowel/ 
consonant context) (6) inclusion of consonant clusters 
(7) repeated presence of some words (8) inclusion of 
various sentence lengths [1]. 

Various forms of short reading passages have been 
around for English and Indo-European languages 
[1][4][5]. To our knowledge, a few reading passages 
(see Section 2) have been available for Thai, one for 
a general research propose and the other two for a 
small clinical survey. Traimit passage was designed 
mainly for speech and linguistics research practice. 
Our goal was to create a relatively short, simple, 
contemporary and well-structured text, with neutral 
contents and natural sounding. It should contain all 
phonemes and capture different rhyme units to allow 
for study of tonal production/variation in checked and 
unchecked syllables—one of important aspects of 
Thai [6][7].  

With further evaluations and modification, it may 
become an effective tool for both clinical and 
research purposes. Nevertheless, it should not be used 
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as a reading proficiency test and certainly not 
recommended for illiterate populations or young 
children.  

2. THAI READIND PASSAGES 

Four short reading passages in Thai script along with 
broad phonemic transcription (according to the 
conventions given in [8]) are provided (hence no 
reflections of allophonic variations). Only English 
translation of the Traimit passage is given. As Thai 
writing system is usually written with no space 
between words and a space is often (but not always) 
used to indicate an end of a phrase, a sentence, or 
between separate items in a list, here a “ | ” indicates 
a space in typed written passage and often 
corresponds to a break or pause between words and 
utterances/ sentences in real production. Importantly, 
main characteristics and limitations of each passage 
are discussed.  

2.1. North Wind and the Sun passage translated to 
Thai (NW-Th) [8] 

The (original) North Wind and the Sun passage is a 
well-known English standard text (113 words) which 
has allowed a great number of researchers to compare 
and describe pronunciation of different English 
varieties despite absence of some English phonemes 
[2][3]. In JIPA Illustrations, the International 
Phonetic Association has encouraged researchers 
from different languages to capture and document 
language phoneme diversity using the translated 
versions of North Wind and the Sun passage [2][3]. 
For each language in the JIPA Illustrations, there are 
descriptions of sound inventory and sets of minimal 
pairs followed by the translated North Wind and the 
Sun passage, which could be considered as a 
supplement [8]. However, there are many 
shortcomings with the Thai version (NW-Th) as in 
many translated versions in other languages [2]. The 
NW-Th has 118 words and 172 syllables. Since there 
are high repetitions of words (26 words get repeated, 
some more than three times), it fails to capture 14 
Thai phonemes (see Section 3).    
 
Thai script: ขณะท่ีลมเหนือและพระอาทิตยกําลังเถยีงกันวาใครจะมพีลังมากกวากันก็มี

นักเดินทางผูหนึ่งเดินผานมาใสเส้ือกันหนาวลมเหนือและพระอาทิตยจึงตกลงกันวาใครท่ี

สามารถทําใหนักเดินทางผูนีถ้อดเส้ือกันหนาวออกไดสําเร็จกอนจะถือวาเปนผูท่ีมีพลังมากกวา

และแลวลมเหนือก็กระพือพัดอยางสุดแรงแตย่ิงพัดแรงมากข้ึนเพียงใดนักเดินทางก็ย่ิงดึงเส้ือ

กันหนาวใหกระชับกับตัวมากข้ึนเพียงนั้นและในท่ีสุดลมเหนือก็เลิกลมความพยายามจากนั้น

พระอาทิตยจึงสาดแสงอันรอนแรงออกมานักเดนิทางก็ถอดเส้ือกันหนาวออกทันทีในท่ีสุดลม

เหนือจึงจาํตองยอมรับวาพระอาทิตยมีพลังมากกวาตน  

(A “ | ” corresponds to a space in the typed passage in Thai script 
(p. 27) of [8]) 
Transcription:[kʰàʔ.nàʔ.tʰî .ːlom.nɯ̌a.lɛ́ʔ.pʰráʔ.ʔa .ːtʰít.kam.laŋ.t
tʰiǎŋ.kan.wâ .ːkʰraj.tɕàʔ.miː.pʰáʔ.laŋ.mâːk.kwà .ːkan|kɔ̂ .ːmiː.nák.

k.dɤːn.tʰaːŋ.pʰû .ːnɯ̀ŋ.dɤːn.pʰàːn.maː|sàj.sɯ̂a.kan.nǎːw|lom.n
ɯ̌a.lɛ́ʔ.pʰráʔ.ʔaː.tʰít.tɕɯŋ.tòk.loŋ.kan.wâː|kʰraj.tʰîː.sǎ .ːmâːt.tʰa
m.hâj.nák.dɤːn.tʰaːŋ.pʰû .ːní .ːtʰɔ̀ːt.sɯ̂a.kan.nǎːw.ʔɔ̀ːk.dâːj.sǎm.r
rèt.kɔ̀ːn|tɕàʔ.tʰɯ̌ .ːwâ .ːpen.pʰû .ːtʰî .ːmiː.pʰáʔ.laŋ.mâːk.kwàː|lɛ́ʔ.lɛ́
ɛ́ːw|lom.nɯ̌a.kɔ̂ .ːkràʔ.pʰɯ .ːpʰát.jàːŋ.sùt.rɛːŋ|tɛ̀ .ːjîŋ.pʰát.rɛːŋ.m
mâːk.kʰɯ̂n.pʰiaŋ.daj|nák.dɤːn.tʰaːŋ.kɔ̂ .ːjîŋ.dɯŋ.sɯ̂a.kan.nǎːw.
.hâj.kràʔ.tɕʰáp.kàp.tua.mâːk.kʰɯ̂n.pʰiaŋ.nán|lɛ́ʔ.naj.tʰî .ːsùt.lom
m.nɯ̌a.kɔ̂ .ːlɤ̂ːk.lóm.kʰwaːm.pʰáʔ.jaː.jaːm|tɕàːk.nán.pʰráʔ.ʔa .ːtʰít
ít.tɕɯŋ.sàːt.sɛ̌ːŋ.ʔan.rɔːń.rɛːŋ.ʔɔ̀ːk.maː|nák.dɤːn.tʰaːŋ.kɔ̂ .ːtʰɔ̀ːt.s
sɯ̂a.kan.nǎːw.ʔɔ̀ːk.tʰan.tʰiː|naj.tʰî .ːsùt.lom.nɯ̌a.tɕɯŋ.tɕam.tɔ̂ŋ.j
ŋ.jɔːm.ráp.wâ .ːpʰráʔ.ʔaː.tʰít.miː.pʰáʔ.laŋ.mâːk.kwà .ːton] 

2.2. Rama-I (RM-I) and Rama-II passages (RM-II) [9] 

The RM-I and RM-II passages were constructed for a 
different purpose from the NW-Th. They were 
designed for an investigation of speech defects in 
Thai school children with more focus on consonants 
than vowels [9]. Many vowel phonemes were not 
taken into account even when the two passages were 
combined (see Section 3). The RM-I put an emphasis 
on initial and final consonants whereas the RM-II on 
the initial cluster set (see Section 3) [9]. The RM-I 
contains 64 words and 100 syllables. 
 
Thai script: ฝนฟามีว่ีแวววาจะตกยายฉิมชวนหนูแจวแจวเรือไปหากํานันแฉงท่ีบางบอ

หนูแจวพอกหนาปะแปงดวยดินสอพองดูงามดีพอถึงท่ีฝูงหมาติดตามตอนหนาตอนหลังปา

เย้ือนเอะอะเอ็ดตะโรแลวย้ิมเบิกบานเจาแกวหลานรักรี่มาทักทายผูใหญพดูคุยหัวเราะขบขัน

สองคนซุกซนเลนซอนหาหนูแจวตกตนไมรองไหงอแงยายฉิมวาแยจับกนกบยังไมพัง 

Transcription:[fǒn.fáː.mi .ːwîː.wɛːw.wâː.tɕàʔ.tòk|jaːj.tɕʰǐm.tɕʰu
an.nǔː.tɕɛ̌w.tɕɛːw.rɯa.paj.hǎː.kam.nan.tɕʰɛ̀ŋ.tʰîː.baːŋ.bɔ̀ː|nǔː.tɕ
ɛ̌w.pʰɔ̂ːk.nâː.pàʔ.pɛ̂ːŋ.dûaj.din.sɔ̌ː.pʰɔːŋ.duː.ŋaːm.diː|pʰɔː.tʰɯ̌ŋ.
tʰî .ːfǔːŋ.mǎː.tìt.taːm.tɔ̂ːn.nâ .ːtɔ̂ːn.lǎŋ|pâː.jɯ́an.ʔèʔ.ʔàʔ.ʔèt.tàʔ.ro .ː
lɛ́ːw.jím.bɤ̀ːk.baːn|tɕâw.kɛ̂ːw.lǎːn.rák.rîː.maː.tʰák.tʰaːj|pʰûː.jàj.
pʰûːt.kʰuj.hǔa.rɔ́ʔ.kʰòp.kʰǎn|sɔ̌ːŋ.kʰon.súk.son.lên.sɔ̂ːn.hǎː|nǔː.
tɕɛ̌w.tòk.tôn.máːj.rɔ́ːŋ.hâːj.ŋɔ .ːŋɛː|jaːj.tɕʰǐm.wâː.jɛ̂ː.tɕàp.kôn.kò
p.jaŋ.mâj.pʰaŋ] 
 
The RM-II has 61 words and 72 syllables. 
 
Thai script: หนูแจวกินกลวยเพลินเผลอถูกเพื่อนผลักลงคลองกลางกรุงดิ้นขลุกขลัก

พระไมเหน็ใครก็ควาแขนไวมับครูปลอบแจวแจวกราบพระครูตรวจตราพบบาดแผลกวางกวา

นิ้วจึงใชผาโปรงปรับเปนผาพันแผลแลวสงหมออนามัยกลางตรอกแจวไมเจ็บตัวเปลาคราวนี้

จําเลยขรึมโดนกวดรองฮักฮัก 

Transcription:nǔ .ːtɕɛ̌w.kin.klûaj.pʰlɤ:n|pʰlɤ̌ː.tʰùːk.pʰɯ̂an.pʰl
àk.loŋ.kʰlɔːŋ.klaːŋ.kruŋ.dîn.kʰlùk.kʰlàk|pʰráʔ.mâj.hěn.kʰraj.kɔ̂ː.
kʰwáː.kʰɛ̌ːn.wáj.máp|kʰru .ːplɔ̀ːp.tɕɛ̌w|tɕɛ̌w.kràːp.pʰráʔ|kʰruː.t
rùat.traː.pʰóp.bàːt.pʰlɛ̌ .ːkwâːŋ.kwàː.níw|tɕɯŋ.tɕʰáj.pʰâː.pròːŋ.
pràp.pen.pʰâ .ːpʰan.pʰlɛ̌ː|lɛ́ːw.sòŋ.mɔ̌ː.ʔàʔ.na:.maj.klaːŋ.trɔ̀ːk|tɕ
ɛ̌w.mâj.tɕèp.tua.plà:w|kʰraːw.ní .ːtɕam.lɤːj.kʰrɯ̌m.doːn.kùat.rɔ́ː
ŋ.hák.hák  

2.3. Traimit passage (TM) 

The TM was created primarily for speech and 
linguistics research practice, but has also met a set of 
criteria—complete phonemic inventory, control of 
the phonetic complexity of words, covering a number 
of positions of the phonemes in the words (especially 
the rhymes), inclusion of consonant clusters, repeated 
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presence of some words and inclusion of various 
sentence lengths which could potentially be useful as 
a material for quick speech assessment [1].  

We believe that a text adapted from traditional 
stories and tales would yield high repetitions of words 
while a text deliberately created from minimal pairs 
would make it unnatural. The TM was a random text 
found in a school textbook and (subsequently) heavily 
modified to cover all Thai phonemes—at least one 
instance of each phoneme (see Section 3) with a 
reasonable amount of pauses across the passage.  

2.3.1. Words and utterances 

It contains 102 mono- and multi syllable words and 
139 syllables. Of those, 69 were content words, 29 
function words and 4 proper nouns. Moreover, 47.6% 
of words are “high frequency” (occurring more than 
3,000 times) and 34% of words occurring between 
100-2,900 times based on Thai corpus data [10]. The 
TM is composed of 25 utterances/sentences in various 
length (1 to 10 syllables per utterance; average of 5.6 
syllables per utterance). The text contains 5 minimal 
sets, 14 minimal pairs, and 8 near-minimal pairs.  

2.3.2. Repetitions of words  

The TM has low repetitions of words to allow for 
observation of production consistency. Thirteen 
words get repeated once and one word five times.  

2.3.3. Rhyme units 

One important aspect of the TM is that it could be 
useful for a research investigation on tonal production 
and variation across various checked and unchecked 
syllables [6] in natural speech. Table 1 summarizes 
the TM rhyme-tone distribution, shaded cells show 
three only gaps in the distribution. A “*” indicates a 
combination that is deemed as ‘rare occurrence’ and 
“**” as ‘no occurrence’ in the language [7].   
 

 
 

Table 1: Rhyme-tone distribution in the TM.  
 

Thai script: โรงเรียนไตรมิตรรามอินทราของฉันและเธอเปนโรงเรียนเล็กเล็กริมคลองบาง

ซ่ืออยูหางจากหมูบานสองแควประมาณหน่ึงกิโลเมตรพวกเรามสีวนติดปาดงเราฝกปลูกพชืผกั

สวนครัวและผลไมหลายชนิดเชนตนกะเพรามะเขือเปราะผักกระเฉดกลวยนํ้าวาเงาะลูก

พลับและมะเฟองหวานโดยฉันกับเพือ่นเพื่อนจะชวยกันรดนํ้าพรวนดินและใสปุยจนผักผลไม

งอกงามอยูเสมอในตอนเชาและตอนเย็นนองนองทุกคนชวยกันเก็บขยะทีเ่ลอะเทอะกวาดใบไม

แหงที่รวงหลนลงบนถนนรอบอาคารเรียนและหนาเสาธงจนสะอาด 

Transcription:[roːŋ.rian.traj.mít.raːm.ʔin.tʰraː.kʰɔ̌ːŋ.tɕʰǎn.lɛ́ʔ.t
ʰɤː|pen.roːŋ.rian.lék.lék.rim.kʰlɔːŋ.baːŋ.sɯ̂ː|jù .ːhàːŋ.tɕàːk.mù .ː
bâːn.sɔ̌ːŋ.kʰwɛː|pràɁ.maːn.nɯ̀ŋ.kìɁ.lo .ːméːt|pʰûak.raw.mi .ːsǔa
n.tìt.pàː.doŋ|raw.fɯ̀k.plùːk.pʰɯ̂ːt.pʰàk.sǔan.kʰrua|lɛ́ʔ.pʰǒn.láɁ.
máːj.lǎːj.tɕʰáʔ.nít|tɕʰên|tôn.kàɁ.pʰraw|máɁ.kʰɯ̌a.prɔ̀ʔ|pʰàk.krà
Ɂ.tɕʰèːt|klûaj.náːm.wáː|ŋɔ́ʔ|lûːk.pʰláp|lɛ́Ɂ.máɁ.fɯaŋ.wǎːn|doːj.t
ɕʰǎn.kàp.pʰɯ̂an.pʰɯ̂an|tɕàɁ.tɕʰûaj.kan.rót.náːm|pʰruan.din.lɛ́
Ɂ.sàj.pǔj|tɕon.pʰàk.pʰǒn.láɁ.máːj.ŋɔ̂ːk.ŋaːm.jù .ːsàɁ.mɤ̌ː|naj.tɔːn.
tɕʰáːw.lɛ́Ɂ.tɔːn.jen|nɔ́ːŋ.nɔ́ːŋ.tʰúk.kʰon|tɕʰûaj.kan.kèp.kʰàɁ.jàɁ.
tʰî .ːlɤ́Ɂ.tʰɤ́ʔ|kwàːt.baj.máːj.hɛ̂ːŋ.tʰîː.rûaŋ.lòn|loŋ.bon.tʰàɁ.nǒn.r
ɔ̂ːp.ʔaː.kʰaːn.rian|lɛ́Ɂ.nâ .ːsǎw.tʰoŋ.tɕon.sàɁ.ʔàːt] 
English translation: Our Traimit Ram-Intra School is a small 
school located near Bang-Sue Canal and is about one 
kilometre from Song-Kwae Village. We have a garden near 
the forest. We practice growing plants, vegetables, and many 
kinds of fruit trees such as basil, eggplant, water spinach, 
banana, rambutan, persimmon, and sweet star apple. My 
friends and I always water, loosen the soil, and fertilize 
vegetables and fruit trees until they grow well. In the morning 
and evening, all students help picking up dirty trash and 
sweeping fallen dry leaves around the school building and the 
area in front of an in-ground flagpole. 

3. PHONEME DISTRIBUTIONS  

Table 2 summarizes all phoneme distributions (i.e., 
initial consonant, initial cluster, vowel, lexical tone, 
and final consonant) across the four passages, A “”  
indicates a complete distribution while “” marks the 
incomplete. The TM gets all “” marks. 

Phoneme distribution of 21 initial consonants and 
12 initial clusters from the four passages is given in 
Table 3, of nine finals in Table 4, of 18 
monophthongs and three diphthongs in Table 5 and 
that of five tones in Table 6. It is important to note 
that the TM has covered all of the Thai phonemes. 

 

   
 

Table 2: Summary of phoneme distributions 
across four passages. 

 

 
 

Table 3: Initial consonant distribution. 
 

 mid low falling high rising 
short V + stop 0** 18 0* 21 0** 
short V + nasal 14 2 2 0 5 
short V + glide 6 1 1 0 1 
long V + stop 0** 5 5 1* 0** 
long V + nasal 15 1 5 4 5 
long V + glide 1 0 3 4 1 

long V + no coda 7 4 4 1 2 

 initial 
C 

initial 
cluster 

monoph
thong 

diph 
thong 

tone final 
C 

NW-Th       
RM-I       
RM-II       

TM       

initial 
C

NW
-Th 

RM 
-I 

RM
-II 

TM initial 
C

NW
-Th 

RM 
-I 

RM
-II 

TM 

 1 4 1 3   6 6 1 12 
 13 6 5 9   17 4 3 16 
 0 4 1 4   6 7 0 4 
 5 8 1 4   4 4 1 2 
 20 5 1 7   0 0 2 2 
 8 4 2 3   4 0 2 2 
 15 4 3 6   0 0 2 1 
 3 4 1 5   0 0 5 1 
 8 3 1 3   0 0 3 1 
 7 7 7 4   0 0 0 1 
 1 4 1 8   0 0 2 1 
 0 3 0 2   4 0 5 1 
 12 5 1 8   0 0 3 1 
 2 4 3 2   0 0 3 1 
 12 5 5 11   3 0 2 1 
 20 6 4 9   1 0 1 1 
 0 3 0 3       
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Table 4: Final consonant distribution. 
  

   
 

Table 5:  Monophthong and diphthong 
distribution. 

 

 
 

Table 6: Lexical tone distribution. 

4. VOWEL MEASUREMENTS FROM THE 
TRAIMIT PASSAGE  

Recordings of the TM passage have been made by 
134 Thai adults (43 healthy controls, 45 adults with 
clinical depression and 46 adults with other 
psychiatric conditions) as part of spoken data profile 
for each individual in an ongoing research project 
“Artificial intelligence for screening of depression 
and other psychiatric conditions with speech features 
analysis from a Thai psychiatric screening test” 
[11][12]. The recordings were made with a designed 
mobile application onto a smartphone in a quiet room 
at Siriraj Hospital (Bangkok) at a sampling rate of 
16.0 kHz. 

To demonstrate its utility in extracting the vowel 
phonemes, the first two formants of a subset of 
vowels from two healthy adults (a 22- year old female 
(Figure 1) and a 27 year-old male (Figure 2)) reading 
the passage were measured at the vowel midpoint 
using PRAAT Version 6.0.05. One token per vowel 
was measured for the 18 monophthongs of each 
speaker. The words were [tìt  mīː  kèp  tɕhèːt  lɛ́ ʔ  hɛ̂ːŋ  
phàk tɕàːk  fɯ̀k  phɯ̂ːt  thɤ́ ʔ  thɤ̄ː  thúk  lûːk  lōŋ  lōː  
ŋɔ́ ʔ and ŋɔ̂ːk].  Measurements from more than one 
token form each vowel would be ideal, but as can be 
seen in Figures 1 and 2, the measurements from just 
one token for each vowel could produce a quick 
phonetic depiction of the speaker’s vowel space.   

  
 

Figure 1: Plot of the first two formants for the Thai 
female reading the TM passage.  

 

 
 

Figure 2: Plot of the first two formants for the Thai male 
reading the TM passage. 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION 

As shortcomings of the Thai reading passages were 
discussed, the TM has been shown to address some of 
the limitations and could be useful for Thai linguists 
and speech researchers. With further evaluations and 
adjustments, it could be a good candidate for a speech 
assessing task. Being relatively short and simple, the 
TM may be used in conjunction with designed word 
list(s) allowing for supplementary phonetic 
descriptions in controlled phonetics study.   

There are still areas of improvement for the TM: 
modification to allow for various prosodic variations 
[1][4], incorporation of more words of increasing 
complexity [1][4], and inclusion of words to fill in the 
three rhyme-tone gaps in Table 1. Future work should 
include further evaluations in extracting other Thai 
phonemes (especially the tones) and evaluations of its 
level of phonetic balance [13]. Preliminary 
examination of the recordings in Section 4 has 
suggested that the word แ ค ว  [kʰwɛː], which has 
contributed to many instances of pronunciation error, 
should be changed to [kʰwɛ́ːn] แควน้ and that caution 
should be taken for analysis of segmental duration as 
the TM was not controlled for pattern of stressed and 
unstressed words across an utterance/sentence.  
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